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Abstract
The development of online information systems is quite different 
from software engineering. The development of such systems is 
a combination of various other fields like software engineering, 
information engineering, web engineering, usability engineering 
etc. Hence, these systems have their own quality requirements 
which have arrived due to interdisciplinary nature of such systems. 
The purpose of this paper is to present the quality requirements 
for online information systems development.
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I. Introduction
The purpose of an Information system is to help in collecting, storing 
and processing data as well as facilitate an organization in decision 
making process by proper planning and control. An information 
system is properly organized combination of hardware, software, 
infrastructure and human personnel (What is Information System 
available at www.businessdictionary.com/definition/information-
system.html) (Information system available at http://www.
britannica.com/topic/information-system). The development of 
online information systems involves application and challenges 
from various disciplines like software engineering, information 
engineering, web engineering, usability engineering, requirement 
analysis and design, accessibility, human computer interaction 
etc. The aims of online information systems’ development cannot 
be achieved until the complex cross disciplinary nature of such 
applications is not understood.  The various quality requirements 
discussed in this paper are derived from interdisciplinary nature 
of applications.

II. User Profiling
User profiling is a process of establishing knowledge about users 
along with goals and actions about a system. In user profiling, it 
is determined that who are the users along with various attributes 
of the users like physical characteristics, skills, background etc. 
Following is a typical example of user profiling based upon skills 
of users

50% Novice users• 
40% Intermittent users• 
10% Expert users   • 

Other important information like below is also part of user 
profiling

40% users are males• 
60% users are females• 
30% users are senior citizen.• 
10% users are uneducated and have not got primary • 
education
60% users have got their post-graduation.• 
20% users do not know English.• 

In user profiling user requirements and problems are determined. 
A good user profiling is very important for the success of any 
system. An online information system like online railway 
reservation system may have a diversity of users from different 
backgrounds and different regions using different technologies and 
different platforms, so proper user profiling is a very important 
and crucial stage of development of such applications. Moreover 
user profiling is more crucial and critical in development of 
such systems as compare to offline application development 
e.g. while developing a system to be used within industry, it is 
comparatively easier to understand users and users’ profile by 
analysing statistically the profile of users from industry database. 
Information like what level of computer proficiency do users have, 
what language do users understand, which platform are they using 
and habituated, what kind of physical disabilities (e.g. low vision, 
color blindness, motor impairment, learning disabilities etc.) do 
users have etc. can be easily profiled from industry database but 
if online e-commerce application has to be developed for the 
same industry, it is comparatively typical and critical to know 
the statistical distribution of users’ characteristics like computer 
proficiency, language, platform, browser, physical characteristics 
etc. in advance. 

III. Look and Feel
Most of the online information system applications are driven 
by marketing goals e.g. purpose of an e-commerce application 
is to attract more and more customers and sell the product.  A 
congested and cumbersome application will repel the users 
whereas a good looking, neat, and clean user interface will attract 
the users. Moreover, public applications have to compete with 
its competitor applications to get user traffic e.g. there are so 
many applications for hotel and travel booking. Each of them is 
competitor to each other to achieve users’ attention. Hence, in such 
scenarios look and feel of the application becomes very important. 
A badly designed application may affect the overall objectives of 
the organization for which it has been developed. On the other 
hand a well designed application may help to fulfill the purpose 
for which it has been developed. The following general guidelines 
are widely accepted throughout the design industry and will help 
to make the application more user-friendly and attractive. These 
guidelines should be followed while designing the system.

Make sure that the homepage of the application says everything • 
to visitors what application is about and have something to 
grab their attraction.
Make sure all the text on the application is easy to read. Avoid • 
“busy” background images that draw the attention of the user 
away from the text.
The site must be consistent in respect to look as well as • 
navigation. 

IV. Scalability
As the number of users on the application increase, resources are 
required to be added to the application in order to increase the 
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service capacity, which is called scalability. The online information 
system application must be designed while keeping scalability 
in mind so that as the application gets popular and number of 
users increase in future, the application should be able to handle 
increased load of users by adding additional resources instead of 
a need of redesigning the Web application (Scalability, available 
at https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa292172(v=vs.71).
aspx). 

A. Scalability is of Two Types:

1. Vertical Scalability
Vertical scaling is also called scaling up the application. An 
application is said to be vertical scalable if we can add additional 
resources like memory, processors etc. to the existing server in 
order to support the increased additional load of the application

2. Horizontal Scalability
Horizontal scaling is also called scaling out the application. 
An application is said to be Horizontal scalable if we can add 
additional servers to the set of existing servers so that they work 
together as a single logical unit in order to support the increased 
additional load of the application (What is Horizontal scalability-
scaling out, [Online] Available: http://searchcio.techtarget.com/
definition/horizontal-scalability).

Fig. 1: (Image Source: http://searchcio.techtarget.com/definition/
horizontal-scalability)

V. Bandwidth Utilization
An online information system application needs to be bandwidth 
efficient. The hosting service provider charges the application based 
upon the bandwidth usage by the application. The application must 
be designed in a way so that it consumes minimum bandwidth. The 
monthly bandwidth usage will be approximated by multiplying 
average page size with expected number of page views per month. 
Bandwidth can be utilized more efficiently by reducing size of 
images, banners, videos etc. as well as avoiding unnecessary usage 
of mentioned media.

VI. Personalization
Personalization allows the user to dynamically change look and feel 
of application as per his/her own choice, needs and requirements. 
Users are allowed to filter the contents displayed to them. Many of 
applications provide facility to users to change theme according to 
users’ choice e.g. Facebook allows users to select theme as per their 
preference. Steps to achieve personalization on any application 
are defined below:

Users are asked to register with login credentials and other • 
personal details on the Web application.
After login, users select their choice out of available • 

options.
The selected choices are saved to server.• 
Personalized page as per selected options is displayed to users • 
immediately.
Next time when user login to Web application, personalized • 
page as per saved options is displayed to user.

  
On the website http://www.google.com , facility has been provided 
to users to select language, with which they feel comfortable. This 
is a good example of personalization without user login. User’s 
preferences are saved to client computer.

VII. Localization, Internationalization and Globaliz-
ation
Modifying or customizing a product for a specific locality is 
called localization (What is localization, Available at https://
www.gala-global.org/language-industry/intro-language-industry/
what-localization). Developing the product in such a way 
so that it can be localized easily is called Internationalization 
(What is internationalization, Available at https://www.gala-
global.org/language-industry/intro-language-industry/what-
internationalization). Globalization includes both localization as 
well as internationalization. While developing a global online 
information system, various factors need to be considered like 
language, date and time format, units of measurement, currency, 
address format etc. Some of special instances of these situations 
are described below:

English is a universal language but population of non-English • 
speaking people is increasing day by day. If Web application 
wants to target these non-English speaking people, Web 
application should be customized in the local language.
Although international standard to represent date is YYYY-• 
MM-DD and to represent time is hh:mm:ss (International 
standard date and time notation available at https://www.
cl.cam.ac.uk/~mgk25/iso-time.html) but still different 
countries use different date and time formats e.g. the most 
common convention to represent date in USA is mm/dd/yyyy 
where as the most common format accepted to represent date 
in Europe including UK is dd/mm/yyyy. 11/02/2016 may be 
interpreted as 11th Feb 2016 or 2nd November 2016 by the 
user, depending upon the convention used by the user. The 
system should be designed and developed in such a way so 
that it can be customized easily to get ready to be used in 
various localities.
Currency and currency symbol used for financial transactions • 
in various countries is different e.g. currency used in USA is 
US dollar with currency symbol as $ whereas currency used 
in UK is Pound sterling. A global Web application must be 
localized to support the currency of different countries.
Different countries have different units of measurement for • 
length, weight etc.

As an extract taken from Beyond Borders: Web Globalization 
Strategies, 2002 by John Yunker available at https://books.google.
co.in/books?isbn=0735712085  

Coke has 26 localized web sites• 
Lycos has 34 localized web sites• 
IBM has 62 localized web sites.• 
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VIII. SEO Compliant 
As a public online information system application has to compete 
with other competitor applications in the same area, the application 
should be compatible with search engine optimization and should 
get a good ranking in search engines.

IX. Accessibility
Web Accessibility is about access and use of web by the targeted 
users irrespective of their browsing circumstances including 
physical disability, language, devices, location browsers or 
platform (Sachdeva R.K., Khurmi S.S., 2011). 

W3C (The World Wide Web Consortium) has published WCAG 
(web content accessibility guidelines) which must be followed 
in order to achieve accessibility (World Wide Web Consortium 
–W3C, available at https://www.w3.org/)

By following accessibility a lot of benefits are achieved. Some 
of them are:

The application will be easier to manage.• 
The application will have good ranking in search engines.• 
The application will have good reputation.• 
The application will become easier to use, hence usability of • 
application will be improved.
The application will have a good number of users; hence the • 
business will be improved.

X. Conclusion
The paper has represented various quality requirements for online 
information systems development. The presented factors can act 
as a checklist while implementing an online information system 
development. Although with every mentioned factor achieved, 
the application gets a higher ranking in quality conformance 
but cost-benefit analysis must be considered while selecting and 
implementing quality parameters for an online information system 
e.g. which factors to considered and which localities to target 
while achieving globalization, purely depends upon cost-benefit 
analysis and business goals.
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